
Grand Bank 36 Europa
 Motoryacht, Gebrauchtyacht, FR 13 - Bouches du Rhône
€ 159.000,-
MwSt. inklusiv



 

Details
 
Baujahr: 1997
Erstwasserung: 0
Länge: 11,27 m
Breite: 3,90 m m
Tiefgang: m
Gewicht: 16000.000 kg
Motortyp: Caterpillar 2116 TA - 275 hp
Kraftstoffart: diesel
Betriebsstunden: 3616
WC/Nasszelle: 0
 

Ausstattungen
 
 

Beschreibung
 

 Grand Bank 36 Europa

Explore the exclusivity and refinement of the Grand Banks 36 Europa for sale, offering a unique opportunity to acquire
this exceptional vessel with a berth in the prestigious Old Port of Marseille (berth at CNTL). In remarkable
condition, dating back to 1997.

The Grand Banks, Europa 36 model, single-cabin King size version, features a custom interior layout made for the first
owner. With a beautiful finish and impeccable condition, every detail reflects the meticulous attention given to its
regular maintenance.

Manufactured in 1997 with a fiberglass hull, the boat has an XXL custom-made aft deck from 2008. Its impressive
dimensions, with a length of 11.27 meters and a maximum width of 3.90 meters, emphasize its imposing and elegant
character.

Equipped with two Caterpillar turbo diesel engines type 2116 TA – IN.B, developing 2x 275 HP, this boat stands out
for its excellent maintenance condition. Additional features, such as a bow thruster, a Lofrans TIGRES 1500w
windlass, a watermaker (2014), a generator, solar panels, a battery charger, and many more, ensure optimal comfort
at sea.

The boat was carefully renovated after grounding in Corsica in June 2022, with work carried out by qualified
professionals from the SARL COLANTONIO MARINE SERVICES shipyard in Ajaccio and the ENTRETIEN MARINE
POLYESTER shipyard.



Appraised in July 2023 at €200,000 (report available upon request), it is now offered at €159,000, with negotiation
possible. Becoming a member of CNTL and mooring this gem in the Old Port of Marseille adds exceptional value to
this offer. Currently ideally located at Quai Rive Neuve, next to the Théâtre de la Criée, facing the Radisson Blu hotel,
the boat awaits its next owner for new maritime adventures filled with luxury and prestige.

For more information on this exceptional opportunity, please contact:
Laurent
+33 6 79 86 39 83
laurent.rouxel@mib-yacht.com

 Equipment

Interior Layout / Equipment:
Varnished teak flooring in perfect condition
- 1 saloon, 2 fabric benches in perfect condition
- 1 folding teak table
- 2 Isotherm 120L refrigerators
- 1 Princess grill oven
- Double stainless steel sink
The vessel is equipped with Airélec electric radiators, a carbon monoxide detector in the central saloon, and a water
presence detector.
Access to the forward cabin of the vessel through the central saloon
- 1 double berth with 4 drawers
- 1 bathroom equipped with an electric toilet, a shower, and a sink

Deck / Flybridge equipped with command repeaters and instruments:
- OPACMARE teak aft deck
- Removable teak gangway
- Deck cabinet equipped with a sink
- Stainless steel railing, no abnormal play
- 2 stainless steel rod holders at the rear
- Teak deck in perfect condition
- 1 30kg Brake anchor
- 1 Lofrans TIGRES 1500w/12v windlass No. TG019290
Flybridge access via a teak staircase with 8 steps
- 1 outdoor saloon with a double bench (upholstery and covers in perfect condition)
- 1 Aquamatic CANDY washing machine

Piloting station equipped with:
- 1 Raymarine E80 chart plotter
- 1 Raymarine RC31 combo
- 1 Raymarine RL70C RADAR
- 1 Furuno Navpilot autopilot
- 1 Icom ICM423 VHF
- 1 steering wheel
- 1 electric winch for the dinghy 220V/12V
- 4 solar panels 110 AH and 50 AH
Presence of a solar panel regulator box

sInterior Piloting Electronics:
Integration of classic engine instrumentation and flybridge instrumentation.
Most of this equipment dates back to the original build of the vessel.

Engine Room (aft of the vessel):
The engine room is in perfect maintenance condition, with no fluid at the bottom of the bilge.
Presence of the 2 Caterpillar engines in perfect maintenance condition - start on their first solicitation - no fluid or liquid
loss upon startup - bilge perfectly dry.



Note the presence of:
- A watermaker (2014)
- A generator
- A battery charger
- Hot water tank

Kontakt
 

 
Verkäufer: gewerblich
Sunbird International Yacht Sales - Sunbird France Mediterranee

Francis Cogez
Telefon: +33 (0) 650086993

http://www.sunbirdyachts.eu
hyeres@sunbirdyachts.eu
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